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Dudao L23AL 30W 1m USB to Lightning cable (gray)
If  you're  looking  for  a  charging  cable  that  combines  performance  and  smart  design,  we  present  the  L23AL  USB  to  Lightning  cable.  It
offers  a  maximum  power  of  30  watts  and  fast  charging  capabilities,  making  this  cable  more  than  just  a  tool  -  it's  an  investment  in
comfort and efficiency. Plus, thanks to its clever design and built-in smart chip, it  ensures safe and fast charging of your devices. The
L23AL cable is a choice that will stand up to even the most demanding.
 
Exceptional power 
If  speed and performance are key for you, the L23AL USB to Lightning cable will  be the perfect choice. With a maximum power of 30
watts,  it  not  only  supports  fast  charging,  but  also  guarantees  an  optimal  and  safe  experience  for  your  devices.  This  can  significantly
reduce the time it takes to charge your smartphone, tablet or other compatible devices. By choosing the Dudao cable, you are investing
in exceptional power and efficiency, which is sure to make your life easier.
 
Thoughtful design
The L23AL charging cable has been carefully designed. It was created with durable materials that guarantee durability and resistance to
wear and tear. What's more, the cable includes a built-in smart chip that automatically adjusts the charging speed to match your device's
needs.  The  cable's  length  of  1  meter  adds  flexibility,  allowing  comfortable  use  both  at  home  and  on  the  go.  When  you  choose  this
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product, you are investing in functionality and quality, which will make any charging experience hassle-free and efficient.
 
	Manufacturer
	Dudao 
	Model 
	L23AL
	Maximum power 
	30 W
	Length 
	1 m 
	Interface 
	USB to Lightning 
	Color 
	Gray

Preço:

Antes: € 2.4969

Agora: € 2.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB do Lightning
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